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According to a Jan. 12 report by AP, certain US government officials and academics claim that
despite ideological disagreements and a declining Soviet aid commitment to Cuba, the Caribbean
nation will continue to be an important military and intelligence asset for the Soviet Union. AP
unidentified officials as saying that one example of the strength of the relationship was the recent
delivery of Soviet MiG-29 jet fighters to Cuba. Cornell University professor Rhoda Rabkin says:
"There is little sign that the Gorbachev era leadership considers Cuba an expendable Soviet
commitment." Rabkin noted that the Soviets have an extensive electronic intelligence gathering
facility in Cuba and installations that enable Soviet long-range reconnaissance aircraft to monitor
US East Coast military activities. Moreover, because of Moscow's relationship with Cuba, the Soviet
Union is able to maintain a strategic naval presence in the Caribbean. Professor Jaime Suchlicki
of the University of Miami's Institute of Inter-American Studies was cited by AP as asserting that
Soviet military and intelligence activities with Cuba have obligated the US to install expensive
surveillance and tracking facilities to keep an eye on the Soviets. Gillian Gunn, associate at the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace: The Soviets are aware that if they pushed President
Fidel Castro too hard in the sense of cutting off aid, "he could mess around with their military
access." Economist Newsletter: Revenues from Cuba's re-export of Soviet oil reached $621 million
in 1985 and then plummeted. The Newsletter said that in 1989, such earnings were "almost certainly
nothing." For many years, the Soviets provided Cuba with surplus oil, enabling the government to
export the crude at world market prices. Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev has called for "stricter
accountability" in the way Cuba uses Soviet aid. According to AP, Cuba's debt to Moscow is
estimated at $10 billion.
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